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VO: To do what you’re good at, and be a part of 
something bigger.

(These are samples, more hero shots will be included in 
the final product)

Horizon Health Network
Video Script

VO: At Horizon,
 
(Dr. Bills, Miramichi) 
 
(Tight shot of hands on a steering wheel pulling into the 
Miramichi hospital clearly seeing the ER out his front 
windshield.)

VO: Hey You, 
This is the life-changing opportunity you’ve been 
looking for.

(These are samples, more hero shots will be included in 
the final product)

VO: To follow your passion and find your calling.

(These are samples, more hero shots will be included in 
the final product)

VO: To join a team you know you will be proud of. 

(These are samples, more hero shots will be included in 
the final product)
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VO: we have over

(Dr. Bills, Miramichi)

(Cuts to medium shot of him walking with his briefcase on 
the right of the frame while an ambulance is driving by him 
with sirens on as he approaches the ER entrance.)

VO: and seven thousand volunteers working across our

(Dr. Bills & student doctors, Miramichi)

(Trying to keep the patient alive in trauma bay #3 with 
the trauma resuscitation machine. Assisted by his student 
doctors ideally. We can use dummy for this that he has in 
simulation class room.)

VO: province in over

(Jamie, RN, Moncton)

(Inputting patient data. Shows the light of the screen in her 
eye and then scales in on screen.)

VO: thirteen thousand passionate employees

(Jamie, RN, Moncton)

(Rolling the patient down a hallway on stretcher looking 
down at the patient as she assures them they will be okay. 
Camera looking up at her as patients perspective.)

VO: 150 different roles,

(Nursing unit clerk, Fredericton)

(Cuts to scale out on a different screen of the Nursing unit 
clerk reviewing patient info, she prints info and Tyson (Male 
RN) grabs paperwork and reviews info)

VO: all with the same goal — enhanced patient

(Tyson, RN, Fredericton)

(cuts to waist level shot of him walking with chart down 
hallway to pneumatic tube system. Tyson sends the 
tube request for meds for the patient to the pharmacy 
technicians.)
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VO: and client care.

(Shot inside pneumatic tubes with a go pro inside with 
lights to show the movement.)

VO: Every member

(Jill, Pharmacy Tech, Miramichi)

(Receiving the order for the patients meds via the 
pneumatic tube system.)

VO: of our team

(Jill, Pharmacy Tech, Miramichi)

(She then prepares and fulfills the order.)

VO: strives daily

(End on shot of medication.)

VO: to put a smile

(Dominique, Fredericton)

(Providing patients family info as they approach the 
information desk. Key focus on the beautiful Horizon sign 
in behind her desk.)

VO: back on the faces of those

(Tyson, RN, Fredericton)

(Cuts to punch out shot of Tyson administering the 
medications via I.V drip bedside with the patient. You can 
see the patients family sitting bedside now with the patient 
having a smile on their face.)
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VO: with Horizon

(Allan, Carpenter, Moncton)

(Cuts to medium scaling out shot of Allan (Carpenter) 
sanding a nearly finished bedside table on the sanding 
desk)

VO: is built around

(Allan, Carpenter, Moncton)

(Cuts to him smoothing his hands over it to removed the 
sawdust on the dust table.)

VO: who could

(Karen Carlson, Cook, Moncton)

(Cuts panning down through the floor to reveal Karen 
Carlson (Cook) prepping for her shift at the lockers)

VO: delivering the best

(Norine, EVS Cleaner, Saint John)

(As he brushes dust off, a flare light in the back bleaches 
out the frame as a transition to Norine wiping the exact 
same table in the same composition and motion now 
upstairs in a patients room or duty room for doctors)

VO: Every career

(Actor grabs plate of food and walks at Camera. Tight shot 
of plate. (Moncton))

VO: use it the most.

(Karen Carlson, Cook, Moncton)

(Cuts to her loading the food trays and the plates of 
macaroni coming onto the food belt.)
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VO: possible service

(Heidi, Fredericton)

(Admitting a new patient, consoling them and making 
them feel welcomed as they struggle and hand over their 
medical info.)

VO: And every choice

(Dr. Dornan, Endocrinologist, Saint John)

(Cuts to Dr. Dornan (Endocrinologist) doing a thyroid 
exam on the patient smiling but focused. Shows screen of 
Nobulis machine imaging the thyroid.)

VO: we make is about

(Dr. Dornan, Endocrinologist, Saint John)

(Dr Dornan requests blood work via a computer in the 
clinic for the patient.)

VO: to those in need

(Norine, EVS Cleaner, Saint John)

(Walking her cleaning cart by the glass bay windows.)

VO: and their families.

(Norine, EVS Cleaner; Chuck Byers, Porter, Saint John)

(Cuts to a medium shot from behind her pushing her cart 
as a porter (Chuck Byers) walks by with a smile wheeling 
the admitted patient towards a thyroid examination with 
Dr. Dornan.)

VO: improving the wellbeing

(Jamie, RN, Moncton)

(Taking blood from Dr. Dornan’s patient (actor) and 
submitting an order for blood work. Perspective looking at 
Jamie with a needle in foreground out of focus)
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VO: This is your chance

(Brittany, Lab Tech, Saint John)

(Cuts to medium shot of her reporting data back into the 
system via a computer.)

VO: to join us in

(Ron & Donna, Senior Volunteers, Saint John)

(Cuts to a medium shot of a family coming into the 
hospital main doors (Possibly Saint John General) being 
greeted by Ron & Donna at the volunteer desk)

VO: making a real difference

(Ron & Donna, Senior Volunteers, Saint John)

(Cuts to a wide shot of them being escorted to the 
patients room down a nice hallway.)

VO: of all New Brunswickers.

(Brittany, Lab Tech, Saint John)

(Cuts to tight shot of Brittany Larkin’s eyes reviewing 
blood samples through her microscope.)

VO:  in their lives.

(Dr. Dornan, Endocrinologist, Saint John)

(Medium shot scaling out from base of patients bed of 
Dr. Dornan delivering results of tests in the patients room 
and patient smiling. Macaroni & drink on a platter nearby. 
Family holding hands with grins.)

VO:  Are you ready?

(Fade to tag line)

myhorizoncareer.ca


